
Our company is looking to fill the role of planning operations manager. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for planning operations manager

Establish demand planning measures and controls with a closed loop root
cause and corrective action process to improve forecast accuracy
Collaborate and partner closely with sales, operations, product line
management, engineering, and finance to develop accurate demand plans
and the optimized supply plan of record
Identify supply and demand issues (and gaps to plan), identify scenarios to
mitigate, and prepare recommendations for senior leadership review
Integrate key processes including but not limited to customer forecasts,
statistical forecast models, installed based service models, market
intelligence, inventory plans, product life cycle plans, operational capabilities,
and external supply chain partners to generate an optimized global plan
Support overall roadmap to achieve objectives, including process, application
support tools, policies, and control mechanisms
Establish the mechanism to track overall S&OP process maturity and lead key
process improvement initiatives
Directly manage the supporting team of demand planner(s), analysist(s), and
supply planner(s)
Oversee equipment development, procurement, implementation and
replenishment
Providing ad-hoc project control and planning support to all parts of EPS
West including support in the preparation of bids, tender submissions,
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Developing effective working relationships across all parts of EPS west
ensuring a comprehensive understanding of customer needs and delivering
an effective planning function

Qualifications for planning operations manager

Proven ability to develop, implement and work with complex system planning
and forecasting systems
Exceptional skills in all planning process disciplines including Sales &
Operations Planning, Finite Scheduling and Forecasting
Proven ability to develop planning strategies and implement them in a
complex global, technical, matrixed environment
Good leadership, change management, interpersonal and communication
skills, with the ability to work in a diverse, global environment while adhering
to the highest ethical standards
Deep knowledge of process improvement
Strong analytical and problem solving skills and the ability to teach others
these techniques


